
Sarah’s passion for people, her innate ability to see other’s 
strengths, and her own talent for helping individuals 
capitalize on themselves led this entrepreneur to found 
reCreate – a company that aims to Inspire, Influence, 
and Impact individuals and businesses alike.  

reCreate is dedicated to enhancing leaders within 
all industries and is grounded in a Strengths-based 
development approach that believes utilizing one’s 
innate talents is the fastest way to excel to greatness. 
Sarah’s unique ability to connect instantly with her clients 
allows her the opportunity to be a trusted and respected 
voice in optimizing individual performance, increasing 
employee engagement, and building a collaborative 
work environment.

Sarah works with individuals, teams, & organizations, 
including the military, to build creative, communicative, 
and courageous leaders. By analyzing individual 
Strengths within a team or organization, Sarah uses her 
problem solving abilities to strategically identify and 
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optimize on what each member brings to the table – 
and where potential gaps occur - ultimately increasing 
productivity, optimizing teamwork, and improving the 
overall profitability of a company in addition to creating 
a culture of innovation.  

A graduate from Kennesaw State University with a BA 
in Marketing, Sarah worked as a college admissions 
counselor prior to opening reCreate. Sarah was on the 
groundbreaking floor of Gallup’s first round of Certified 
Strengths Coaches worldwide, and is currently obtaining 
her Master’s Degree from Point Loma Nazarene.  As a 
marketplace influencer in San Diego, she also utilizes 
her talents to help the local community as a dedicated 
board member for Coronado Rady Children’s Hospital 
Auxiliary Unit, a team member on C3 Pathfinders 
Marketplace Leaders, and is a faculty member at The 
Honor Foundation.  Seeing her clients and her community 
find success are paramount to Sarah, who has also co-
contributed to a book dedicated to helping others excel 
and succeed in life.

“I long to create a change in this world.   

The way we think.  The way we behave.  The way 

we love ourselves.  The way we love others.  In 

a world where we get caught up in the current 

of materialistic expectations and trying to be 

everyone BUT ourselves, I want to help spread 

the movement of being authentically unique.  I 

want the world to experience the joy I’ve found in 

finding “me”.  I started my company in hopes to 

be a light for those who are searching for more 

meaning and understanding in being you bravely.” 
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